deep space

ART SPACE FOR space art

THE VISION

a unique project for our humankind
ART SPACE FOR SPACE ART (AS/SA) is a unique art
event in space and a global initiative to define the
flag for the universe – a historic project for our
mankind.
You might ask yourself what is the link between
art and space? Space and the dream to find a second earth in the universe always carried a tremendous fascination for people, while the desire
to dive into a new world is also an important task
of art. The way we explore the galaxy is changing
dramatically since the last years with huge private investments of Richard Branson, Elon Musk
and other visionaries. Now it gets time for the
„Space 2.0“ mission of contemporary art.
Bjoern Thomas will trigger this by executing an
art project in outer space, which should not only
geographically widen the horizon of the human
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world. This initiative might help to self-reflect,
inspires and also offers others the opportunity to
take actively part in this unique cultural event.
The ART SPACE FOR SPACE ART initiative will
be realized in 3 steps:
1.	An earth escape project, called „ART SPACE“,
2. Receiving SPACE FLAG proposals from
artists around the world and the selection
of the winning SPACE FLAG via a committee,
3. The amazing „SPACE ART“ project during
the suborbital trip with a real spacecraft, to
deliver the flag to space, most probably in 2018.
Bjoern started already with his astronaut training,
successfully passed a G-force-test and recently
finished the initial ART SPACE event in California.

new horizons

spaCe discovery
Since 1957, humanity has launched thousands of
spacecraft. These robotic emissaries follow in the
footsteps of their predecessors—testaments to
our long-lived desire to understand our place in
the Cosmos.
There are currently spacecraft exploring Venus, Mars,
and Saturn, as well as a comet and an asteroid. The
Voyager spacecraft are hurtling out of our solar
system, while New Horizons speeds out into the
Kuiper Belt after its encounter with Pluto. Closer
to home, we have probes in lunar orbit, a handful
of solar physics missions, space telescopes, and a
small army of Earth-observing satellites. In Earth
orbit, the International Space Station continues to
soar around the planet with a continually staffed
crew of astronauts and cosmonauts.
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cosmonauts

The space industry today is as more exciting than ever,
with inspiring missions in work all around the planet. New technology and new investments are making possible things even die-hard space aficionados
couldn’t have imagined a decade ago. Some of these
new missions are bigger, faster, and more complex
than anything ever before attempted. Small satellites from companies like Millennium and OneWeb or
from agencies like NASA will change our world. A few
examples of last years space activities demonstrate
that the outer space will change our world:
2016: Virgin Galactic‘s race to become the first
private space tourism company just got closer to
reality by presenting their new spaceship.
2016: SpaceX launches a Dragon spacecraft to the
ISS and successfully landed a used booster rocket on
a drone ship in the ocean.
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2015: It‘s been a long wait, but in July, NASA‘s New
Horizons mission flew through the Pluto-Charon
system for its historic and long awaited flyby. The
spacecraft, which took nearly a decade to reach
the outer solar system, is now blasting through
the Kuiper Belt and mission scientists are steering
it toward a Kuiper Belt object (KBO) for another
flyby in 2019.
2014: As Virgin Galactic geared up to send its first
fee-paying space tourists on suborbital flights in
2015, a series of successful rocket-powered test
flights of the company’s SpaceShipTwo boosted
expectations that a new era of private spaceflight
was on the horizon. Tragically, during a routine
powered test flight of the vehicle on Oct. 31, an
inflight anomaly saw SpaceShipTwo dramatically
disintegrate over California’s Mojave Desert.

Luden Pesek (artist, 1919-1999)
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visionary

space art history
Space Art is a relatively new art form with roots
in literature, art and science. During the nineteenth century, artists developed a new way of
looking at the world around them.

both the inherent realism of the photograph and
academic cachet of its authors, two eminent astronomers“.

„One writer in particular lead the imaginative
journey into space, the French author Jules Verne
(1828-1905). The very first attempts to realistically
depict a spaceflight appeared and the conditions
that exist beyond the earth‘s atmosphere appeared
in the illustrations accompanying his 1865 novel
FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON. James Nasmyth
and James Carpenter´s book THE MOON: A PLANET,
A WORLD, AND A SATELLITE from 1874 was also
illustrated by photographs of meticulously constructed plaster models of the lunar surface. These
photos were immensely influential, possessing

Space tourism or the notion of people living permanently in space has only recently captured our
imagination. This discovery will bring the Space
Art genre to the next level, including artists working
in outer space, influenced by their surrounding or
a Louvre opening on the moon.
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Written by Ron Miller.

Bran Ferren, speech at TED 2014
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congeniality

combine art and science
Bjoern‘s path and idea is to strengthen the
relationship between the art and scientific world.
He studied science and economics e.g. at Purdue
University, like Neil Armstrong - the first man on
moon. In parallel, Bjoern Thomas follows his creative and artistic inspiration as an artist.

„To create for the ages, let‘s combine
art with science and engineering.
Contrary to what I was being told in school,
the worlds of art and design were not, in fact,
incompatible with science and engineering.
I realized, when combined, you could create
things that were amazing that couldn‘t be done
in either domain alone. But in school, with few
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exceptions, they were treated as separate worlds,
and they still are. My teachers told me that I had
to get serious and focus on one or the other.
However, urging me to specialize only caused me
to really appreciate those polymaths like Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Benjamin Franklin,
people who did exactly the opposite. And this led
me to embrace and want to be in both worlds“.
Bran Ferren, famous Disney imagineer and founder of Applied Minds

AS/SA - Art Space concept drawing, 2014, Bjoern Thomas
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Step 1

Art space
„ART SPACE” is the launch event of Bjoerns‘ ART
SPACE FOR SPACE ART initiative. 200 people are
displaying the word „SPACE” with their bodies,
while the „a” is displayed by the merry-go-round.
The merry-go-round is a symbol for dreams,
childhood, gravity and represents the modern
Ark Noah, or space shuttle, with pairs of animals
to escape from earth and to survive in outer
space. The biblical Ark Noah might has helped
to survive from high water, while the discovery of
universe has the objective to find a planet with
water, a second earth. 200 people represent the
200 countries on earth, this symbolic number is
used by Bjoern Thomas to express that territorial
claims in outer space should be out of place.

AS/SA - Outer space colonies, Diasec, 170x90cm, Ed. 8+2, 2015
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AS/SA - outer space colonies

Art space
The artwork shows the eye of Bjoern Thomas and
looks from distance like a planet. It is developed
as a negative to express that the project is not
finalized in regards to it’s execution and effect on
humankind. The eye has in the center a reflection
of some participants that were present during his
shooting with the merry-go-round in the Lucern
desert (where OUTER SPACE COLONIES was taken).
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A mirror effect is supporting the fact that you see
yourself while watching it, since the artwork is a
reflection of his ART SPACE FOR SPACE ART vision.
The outer material is a gold foil used also for the
helmet of astronauts since it will be an outer space
project and the sun plays an important role, as
water does.

Step 1

AS/SA - VISION ART SPACE FOR SPACE ART
Illuminated artwork with mirror effect
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Bjoern Thomas, 100x100cm, illuminated, Ed. 8+2, 2015

artists from all over the world

a flag for the univers
The discovery of the univers requires an adequate
symbol. Artists are representing our society and
have the creative power to think out of the „earth
box“ and therefore are the right source to design
the flag for the universe.
The project organization is looking for at least
200 space flag proposals from artists and designers
around the globe.

Space Flag proposal of Manuela Zervudachi
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Step 2

Pa rt i c i pat i n g A rt i st F e e d bac k
„This initiative is so unique and inspiring
that I love to contribute.“
Guido Argentini (photo artist, Italy/USA)

„I’m proud to be part of this international
mission to define the SPACE FLAG – a symbol
that influences next generations“

„We are just a speck of dust in the vastness
of the cosmos but we are filled with that space
which is a part of each and every one of us“
Manuela Zervudachi (sculpture artist, France)

„The overview perspective on our earth inspires
me in my daily work as an artist“

Igor Skaletsky (painter, Israel/Russia)

H.G. Esch (photo artist, Germany)

„SPACE ART gains importance due to the shift
from a scientific discovery to an influence
on our entire humanity. I hope that my work
with the title reflects this.“

„The space always inspired my creative work.
I´m proud to share my personal space flag
proposal, even if it´s still work in progress.“

Frank van Hemert (painter, Netherlands)
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Nike Seifert (painter, Germany)

AS/SA - space flag

Nike Seifert (painter, Germany)
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Step 2

„To develop a flag
that can describe
space with it’s
inscrutability and
originality is a
challenging task.
I am happy to
participate in this
unique art project.“
Davood Roostaei (painter, Iran/USA)
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AS/SA - space flag
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sTep 2

eXemplary selection committee
GLOBaL - space - aRT (Gsa): The intention of Bjoern Thomas is that global thought leaders, media and
non-profit organizations, representatives of the art and scientific world should get closer by being an important and equal part of the international „space FLaG“ selection committee.

global

space

art

global organisations
e.g. uno

astronautics university
e.g. mit

art university
e.g. oxford

global media
e.g. cbs/cnn

space organisation
e.g. nasa

art museum
e.g. guggenheim

global corporations
e.g. carl Zeiss

cosmonauts
e.g. andreas gerst

space art communities
e.g. iaaa
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spacecraft QZ-1

from vision to reality

spacecraft qz-1
zenovsion is developing the world’s first
„German/US engineered” spacecraft. Our primary
goal is to build a sophisticated space-vessel for a
wide range of complex space missions.
The spacecraft is called „QZ-1”, and it will be
equiped with a revolutionary camera and broadcasting-system as well as a complex visual
video-laboratory. Thus zenovsion can carry out
complex science and research missions such as
finding new natural ressources on asteroids or on
the surface of the Moon. With the final version
of the QZ-1/V.5 we will be able to execute flight
missions to the Shackleton’s rim on a regular basis.
zenovsion is also focusing on finding new ways on
how visual content from space can be transmitted
to earth with minimal or almost no time-delay.
We want to become the worlds first media pro-
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duction and broadcasting company who will offer this service. Providing major tv-stations with live
images from space would not only be very exciting.
It would help to enlight many poeple around the
world whats really going on and how huge our opportunities are regarding capturing the final frontier.
The design and concept of the „QZ-1” is meant
to make space and suborbital flights safe, economical, exiting, and efficient. We are also offering
space and suborbital flights for those who wanna
experience the breathtaking overview sight of our
planet, or discovering the final frontier.
Bjoern Thomas will be the first passenger of QZ-1.
The unique SPACE ART event and the release of
the SPACE FLAG will be live broadcasted from
suborbit. The SPACE FLAG will be also painted on
QZ-1.

Bjoern Thomas successfully passed the G-force tests
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sTep 3

Bjoern Thomas - first passenger
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zenovision
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TeaM

Zenovision
team:

investors:

karsten Woelk – Founder- ceO - pilot

peter blacksmith – usa

ansel miles – corporate pilot

chris hughes – usa

bodo rau – chief engineer

michael matschuck – Germany

brad pale – composite engineer
mario baum – software development
christina rose – Managing assistant
pascal dieckmann – director Marketing

paRTNeRs:
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voluntary advisors:
stuart Witt – usa
seosamh somers – usa
hendrik Weihs – Germany

BLOODY SUPPER, 2013, 170x75cm, Diasec, Ed. 6+2AP
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inventor and artist

bj oe r n t h om a s
Bjoern Thomas was born 1971 in Cologne, Germany.
His work has been presented already in MIAMI,
BASEL, NEW YORK or during the SHANGHAI Art Fair.
His BLOODY SUPPER artwork is shown at the SAATCHI
MUSEUM in London on a screen, has been sold to
major collectors like the famous Pritzker family in
Los Angeles or the unique Jan Eric Löwenadler collection in Sweden. Bjoern Thomas creates stimulating
environments of people from all walks of life,
presenting situations both real and fantastical in
order to explore the complexities of human experience
through an artistic and honest lens. He stylizes
people in staged environments in order to theatrically
combine fact with fiction, real people within symbolic
and illuminated environments. Through his combination of reality with imagination, his subjects ranging
from the discovery of outer space, distant cultures in
faraway lands to incarcerated gangsters and crime
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families become more than documentations of
people in unfamiliar lived environments but become
cinematic, adding a theoretical layer to his aesthetic
portraits that triggers investigations into the alluded
symbolic imagery. Bjoern Thomas uses photography
to discover foreign elements prevalent in our society,
exploring uncanny sub-cultures one does not personally understand or is influencing humankind with
a unique space art project. The photographer unearths the differences between individuals, the alien
aspects one may never have personally encountered,
seen most notably in his „Space” pictures, powerful
Mexican „Gangster” series or art protograpy with real
„Sumo“ fighters from Japan.

BLOOdY GaNGsTeR 1, 2012
100x100cm, illuminated dia print, bullet hole, ed. 6+2ap
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LeVIs dIe, 2013, 180x120cm, diasec, ed. 6+2ap

power

Nuclear Fission, 2013, 120cm diameter (round), Diasec, Ed. 6+2AP
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Lost Fight, 2013, 140x80cm, Diasec, Ed. 6+2AP (Tuna & Sumo)

Phone: +49 (0) 151 23 456 100
email:info@bjoern-thomas.com
www.art-space-for-space-art.com
www.bjoern-thomas.com
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